PRESS RELEASE

MODL token on IEO at “BitoPro”
Token sale IEO (Initial Exchange Offering) for MODL token of Module Japanese Blockchain 4.0
has started at “BitoPro” exchange.
BitoPro is a growing exchange based in Taiwan and has more than 80% of the share of
Bitcoin in Taiwan.
Now that IEO has begun, the token sales for MODL tokens are ongoing at both
Module project’s ICO page (modltoken.io) and BitoPro IEO page.
(www.bitopro.com/token_exchange/modl/intro).
This means it is now confirmed that the MODL token is going to be listed on BitoPro. We will
announce listing date soon.

What is “MODL token”
MODL token is a utility token used in Module project. It is the first system in the world and
originating from Japan, where users can mine using smartphones and other IoT devices.

What is “MODULE project”
MODULE is a new blockchain that rewards its users when they rent out their free storage space.
It is developing PoSTT (Proof of Space Time and Transaction), a consensus algorithm and a
platform for operating the block chain. It is possible to utilize storage space provided by miners
(users) as a cloud storage and rent that space out as SaaS (Software as a Service).
Because it is a platform-type block chain, various DApps Decentralized Applications) can be
built on to the MODULE platform, third parties can also use the MODULE platform to provide
various services, MODULE is a project to realize Blockchain 4.0.
The concept of the project is “To build a world where everyone can participate in mining
blockchain regardless to their economic situation or the economic background of their country.”

What is “BitoPro”
BitoPro is a new exchange in Taiwan, launched by BitoEx which is the largest exchange with
a market share of 80%(BTC). BitoPro is now one of the most powerful exchanges which has
succeeded in procuring more than 20 million USD in 26 hours for their original token, BITO’s
ICO. They also created a system to allow BTC to be available for purchase by cash at 3,000
Family Mart convenience stores in Taiwan. They are now cooperating with Chunghwa Telecom to
provide a system to exchange Chunghwa Telecom’s user points to BTC. BitoPro is an exchange
with power and momentum for positive developments in the industry.

What is “IEO Initial Exchange Offering)”
The Ethereum gathered at an ICO is stored on the Smart Contract created by the business
operator who carries out the ICO. But in IEO, the Ethereum is stored by the exchange, so it
makes it more secure for the sales of pre-listing token when purchasing in advance. Also, as the
listing at the exchange is confirmed, it attracts attention of the token purchaser because they
know it will be listed and there is no risk of escape by the provider.
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